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Birth and death are the biggest of many scheduled human life events. Having read this far 

demonstrates first step success, but for big event N
o
 2 will always be unknown until arrival. 

Many intermediate turns are scheduled. 

 

I first thought about this as a boy, when my mother's uncle remarked how he wanted to know 

where he would die, to avoid the place.   

 

Beginning in childhood, expanding human memories create illusions of life following a path, as 

sunrise and calendars become understood. After only a year of education, the knowledge of days, 

months, years and schedules becomes mostly automatic. Daily notes —a diary— can draw a 

straight, crooked or curved life path, often a combination.    

 

Without a doubt, the next month or two reviewed after 30 or 60 days draws an accurate path 

back until today, cementing belief a human personal path will continue on from, because it has 

led to, here or now. 

 

If that were true, nothing would require decisions. Choices small to huge, from food to marriage, 

allow nearly everyone to experience effects of authority we all possess. Eat nothing for as long 

as possible, or cake only for two months or marry a prince(ss).  

 

Nearly unlimited paths forward are possible, and there are also as many behind. The one we 

believe we chose is NOT the only past we have; other lives or incarnations are where these exist 

simultaneously. A calendar is but part of the illusion. 

1. Pursuit of the good 

2. Avoidance of bad 

3. Uncertainty of both 

…drive human life. It's natural to reduce #3 to increase #1 but lower #2, yet does such desire 

alter a life plan?    

 

Who buys rotten bananas? Paying to know why fruit sometimes goes bad doesn't reverse time 

and make it fresh again, despite customer hopes. (Your soul knows this is possible where money 

and food do not apply.) 

 

Human life is part of a wheel or disk, itself part of a sphere. You may and do reverse the wheels 

within, including spokes and stays between them, both the wheel's hub and the sphere's core, in 

any way you like. Often you choose "negative" things along the way plus belief you are limited 

to body and environment. Asking for information and insight beyond these restraints comes with 

zero guarantee human offerings of money implicitly expect, the reason I don't sell readings. 


